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Forces loyal to Erdogan in the Turkish Army and accompanying terrorist groups looted
electricity power generators and transformers from a number of villages and towns they
infested in the Hasakah countryside. A car blew up with the invaders while they were
preparing it to blow up civilians in a market.
Among the towns infested with Erdogan forces that witnessed the robberies were Shallah
and Amirt in the countryside of Ras Al-Ain in the northern Hasakah province.
Meanwhile, the Turkish Army and its al-Qaeda aﬃliates are preventing the residents from
returning to their homes in the villages infested.
This is not new for the Turkish Army, since the early days of the US-led War of Terror waged
against Syria, Erdogan forces have stolen oil drilling and extracting heavy machinery,
factories, and its production machines, especially in Aleppo stripping it to the walls and most
of the times destroying that as well, wheat and burning what they can’t steal, and the oil
ﬁrst looted by the FSA then by Nusra Front to be replaced by ISIS followed by the Kurds and
now the Trump forces, all robbed items go through Turkey.
Syrians call the Turkish pariah Erdogan ‘the thief of Aleppo’. Syrian President Bashar Al
Assad reiterated that in his latest interview by saying: ‘When I called Erdogan a thief (during
the visit to the SAA troops in Idlib last month) I wasn’t calling him bad names, I was just
describing him, he’s a thief.’
While Erdogan forces were looting cities, others were preparing more killing tools but tasted
the poison themselves when a car they were booby-trapping to detonate in yet another
market blew up prematurely.
The explosion killed scores of the terrorists in the village of al-Ahras in the countryside of
Ras Al-Ain, another number of the terrorists were injured and severe damage to the
properties was caused.
Some local sources reported seeing Turkish army oﬃcers among the terrorists when they
were preparing the vehicle.
Syria has declared the Turkish incursion in northern parts of the country as an illegal
invasion despite any Putin – Erdogan agreements and the ‘Syrian state is determined to
ﬁght this invasion and all other invasions by all means until liberating the last inch of the
Syrian territories’ numerous oﬃcial statements by all Syrian oﬃcials.
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